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SITREP: n. a report on the current situation; a military abbreviation for - "SITuation REPort"
CAVU: adj. a philosophy for life; the guiding principle for independent advice; an aeronautical abbreviation for –
“Ceiling and Visibility Unlimited”

Quick “week in review” for the Busy Reader!!
TIMEFRAME The very big picture:
Even if we are in a new Secular Bull Market, market history says future returns are likely to be modest at best.
The Cyclically-Adjusted Price to Earnings Ratio (CAPE) is at 33.10, down from the prior week’s 33.71.
(Figs. 1 & 2)
The big picture:
The U.S. Bull-Bear Indicator turned positive on July 8th, and is in Cyclical Bull territory at 73.95, down from
the prior week’s 75.20. (Fig. 3)
The intermediate picture:
The Intermediate (weeks to months) Indicator turned positive on February 15th, and ended the week
at 20, up from the prior week’s 17. (Fig. 4)
Separately, the Quarterly Trend Indicator - based on domestic and international stock trend status at the start of
each quarter - was positive entering October, indicating positive prospects for equities in the fourth quarter of
2017.
Timeframe Summary:
With internal unanimity expressed by all three indicators being positive, the U.S. equity markets are rated as
Positive.
OTHER Institutional Investor Sentiment:
The average ranking of Defensive SHUT sectors dropped to 22.75 from the prior week’s 21.25, while the
average ranking of Offensive DIME sectors fell to 12 from the prior week’s 11. The Offensive DIME sectors
lead over the Defensive SHUT sectors declined modestly.
The Markets and Economy:
As always, this section has been updated with the latest facts and figures. It will help to understand what has
been going on in the markets and economy over the last week.
Chart of the Week (Page 7):
We know this week’s Chart does not pertain to YOU, but it is disturbing to think about what will happen as
more baby boomers retire. Take a look at the facts about saving for retirement…
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THE VERY BIG PICTURE:
In the "decades" timeframe, the current Secular Bull Market could turn out to be among the shorter Secular Bull
markets on record. This is because of the long-term valuation of the market which, after only eight years, has
reached the upper end of its normal range.
The long-term valuation of the market is commonly measured by the Cyclically Adjusted Price to Earnings
ratio, or “CAPE”, which smooths out shorter-term earnings swings in order to get a longer-term assessment of
market valuation. A CAPE level of 30 is considered to be the upper end of the normal range, and the level at
which further PE-ratio expansion comes to a halt (meaning that increases in market prices only occur in a
general response to earnings increases, instead of rising “just because”).
Of course, a “mania” could come along and drive prices higher – much higher, even – and for some years to
come. Manias occur when valuation no longer seems to matter, and caution is thrown completely to the wind as
buyers rush in to buy first and ask questions later. Two manias in the last century – the 1920’s “Roaring
Twenties” and the 1990’s “Tech Bubble” – show that the sky is the limit when common sense is overcome by a
blind desire to buy. But, of course, the piper must be paid and the following decade or two are spent in Secular
Bear Markets, giving most or all of the mania gains back.
See Fig. 1 for the 100-year view of Secular Bulls and Bears. The CAPE is now at 33.10, down from the prior
week’s 33.71, and exceeds the level reached at the pre-crash high in October, 2007. Since 1881, the average
annual return for all ten year periods that began with a CAPE around this level have been in the 0% - 3%/yr.
range. (Fig. 2).
THE BIG PICTURE:
The “big picture” is the months to years timeframe – the timeframe in which Cyclical Bulls and Bears operate.
The U.S. Bull-Bear Indicator (Fig. 3) is in Cyclical Bull territory at 73.95, down from the prior week’s 75.20.
THE INTERMEDIATE PICTURE:
The Intermediate (weeks to months) Indicator (see Fig. 4) turned positive on February 15th. The indicator
ended the week at 20, up from the prior week’s 17. Separately, the Quarterly Trend Indicator - based on
domestic and international stock trend status at the start of each quarter – was positive entering October,
indicating positive prospects for equities in the fourth quarter of 2017.
TIMEFRAME SUMMARY:
In the Secular (years to decades) timeframe (Figs. 1 & 2), the long-term valuation of the market is simply too
high to sustain rip-roaring multi-year returns – but the market has entered the low end of the “mania” range, and
all bets are off in a mania. The only thing certain in a mania is that it will end badly…someday. The Bull-Bear
Indicator (months to years) is positive (Fig. 3), indicating a potential uptrend in the longer timeframe. In the
intermediate timeframe, the Quarterly Trend Indicator (months to quarters) is positive for Q4, and the shorter
(weeks to months) timeframe (Fig. 4) is positive. Therefore, with internal unanimity expressed by all three
indicators being positive, the U.S. equity markets are rated as Positive.
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A GLOBAL LOOK AT THE MARKETS AND ECONOMY:
Domestic Markets:
U.S. stocks fell modestly for the week, with a rally on Friday putting an end to a four-day losing streak for the
large cap S&P 500. The Dow Jones Industrial Average gave back some of last week’s gains, falling -1.5%, or
389 points to close at 24,946. The technology-heavy NASDAQ Composite fell a lesser 1%, ending the week at
7,482. By market cap, large caps pulled back more than their smaller cap brethren. The large cap S&P 500
index gave up -1.2%, while the mid cap S&P 400 and small cap Russell 2000 each fell -0.7%.
International Markets:
Canada’s TSX rose 0.86% for its second week of gains. Across the Atlantic, the United Kingdom’s FTSE
retraced some of last week’s gain, ending down -0.8%. On Europe’s mainland, France’s CAC 40 managed a
slight 0.16% rise, while Germany’s DAX rose 0.35%. In Asia, China’s Shanghai Composite erased almost all
of last week’s gain falling -1.1%. Japan’s Nikkei and Hong Kong’s Hang Seng both finished the week up, 1%
and 1.6%, respectively. As grouped by Morgan Stanley Capital International, developed markets slipped 0.44%, while emerging markets fell -1.1%.
Commodities:
Precious metals lost some of their luster as Gold retraced 0.9% or -$11.70 to close at $1312.30 an ounce.
Silver, which usually trades similarly to Gold but with more volatility, fell 2% to close at $16.27 an ounce. The
industrial metal copper, seen by some analysts as an indicator of global economic health due to its variety of
uses, retreated -0.9%. In energy, crude oil had its second week of gains. West Texas Intermediate crude oil
rose $0.37 to close at $62.41 a barrel, a gain of 0.6%. Similarly, Brent crude oil ended the week up 0.78% to
close at $66 per barrel.
Domestic Economic News – Labor/Jobs:
The number of Americans seeking new unemployment benefits fell slightly last week, remaining near a 50-year
low. The Labor Department reported initial jobless claims declined by 4,000 to 226,000, well within the key
300,000 threshold that analysts use to indicate a “healthy” jobs market. Last week was the 158th consecutive
week that claims remained below that level. Even more encouraging is the unemployment rate, which sits at a
17-year low of 4.1% and is likely to drop even lower in the coming months. Federal Reserve officials consider
the labor market to be near or even a little beyond “full employment”. Continuing claims, which counts the
number of people already receiving benefits, rose by 4,000 to 1.88 million. Continuing claims dropped below 2
million last spring and have remained there ever since.
The number of U.S. job openings surged to a record 6.3 million in January, according to the Labor Department.
The reading shows that businesses are still actively adding staff nine years into an economic expansion that
appears to still have plenty of momentum. White collar and professional firms posted the most job openings,
along with delivery services and utilities. Companies are still hiring despite the continued shortage of skilled
labor. In the details of the report, the closely watched “quits rate” remained unchanged at 2.5% among privatesector employees. It is widely believed that the Federal Reserve closely watches the quits rate as a barometer of
labor market health, believing that the majority of employees who quit are doing so because they believe even
better opportunities exist elsewhere.
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Domestic Economic News – Housing:
Confidence among the nation’s home-builders dropped for the third month in a row, according to the National
Association of Home Builders (NAHB). The NAHB’s monthly confidence gauge dropped a point to a reading
of 70 for March, missing economists’ expectations of an unchanged reading of 72. In the details of the report,
the sub-gauge of current sales conditions was unchanged at 77, but the index of buyer traffic fell by 3 points to
51, and the measure of expected sales over the next six months slipped 2 points to 78. Overall, however, the
report was still quite strong. Readings over 50 indicate improving conditions, while readings over 70 are
considered very strong. In its statement, the NAHB said, “Builders’ optimism continues to be fueled by
growing consumer demand for housing and confidence in the market,” and pointed only to the difficulty of
finding buildable lots as a headwind.
The number of new homes under construction fell more than expected last month. Housing starts declined
7.0% to a seasonally-adjusted annual rate of 1.236 million units, according to the Commerce Department. A
plunge in the construction of multi-family housing units, such as apartments, offset a second straight monthly
increase in single-family homes. The report wasn’t as bad as the headline number suggests, considering that
construction of single-family homes - which account for 70% of all new residential construction - was up.
Permits for future building activity decreased 5.7% to a rate of 1.298 million units in February. They are still
sharply higher when compared to the same time last year, however. In the details, housing starts fell in the
South, Midwest, and West, but rose in the Northeast.
Domestic Economic News – Small Business and Consumer Sentiment:
Sentiment among the nation’s small business owners continues to surge towards the peak reached during
Ronald Reagan’s presidency. The National Federation of Independent Businesses (NFIB) small-business
optimism index rose 0.7 point last month to 107.6, its second-highest reading in its history. The index of
sentiment among small-business owners has soared ever since President Trump’s tax cuts were announced. In
its release the NFIB stated, “The small business sector is very encouraged by the economic policies of the
administration and the strength of the economy, willing to invest more and hire more if workers can be found to
fill their open positions.” Notably, for the first time in 12 years taxes received the fewest votes as owners’
number one business problem. Their biggest problem continues to be a lack of qualified workers to fill open
positions.
The mood among the nation’s consumers surged to a 14-year high in March, according to the University of
Michigan’s consumer sentiment index. The index rose 2.3 points to 102, its highest level since 2004 and
topping economists’ forecasts of 99.5. Notably, all of the index’s gains were driven by households with
incomes in the bottom third of the survey. Tax reform was mentioned as supporting consumers’ moods while
negative views of the recent tariffs on steel and aluminum weighed. Overall, consumers continued to express
confidence about both buying and borrowing due to the expected improving trends. The index measures the
attitudes of 500 consumers on future economic prospects in areas such as personal finances, inflation,
unemployment, government policies and interest rates.
Domestic Economic News – Inflation:
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, inflation at the consumer level rose just 0.2% last month, down
from the 0.5% surge in January. Continued rising costs for housing, clothes, and auto insurance all contributed
to the increase. On an annualized basis, the CPI ticked up 0.1% to 2.2%. Stripping out the often volatile gas
and food categories, the more closely watched core rate of inflation also rose 0.2%. The 12-month rate of core
inflation remained unchanged at 1.8% for the third month in a row. Helping to keep inflation in check was a
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0.5% drop in the cost of new cars and trucks, the biggest decline in 9 years. Analysts are keeping a close eye on
inflation measures this year to get an indication of the likely response of the Federal Reserve. For now, the Fed
is anticipating three rate increases, but if inflation continues to rise the central bank could act more aggressively.
At the wholesale level, costs for the nation’s producers increased a bit more than expected as a rise in the cost of
services offset a decline in the price of goods. The Labor Department reported its producer price index (PPI)
for final demand rose 0.2% last month, following a 0.4% increase in January. Economists had predicted only a
0.1% increase last month. On an annualized basis, the PPI rose 2.8%, a 0.1% increase over January, but still
below the recent peak of 3.1%. Most of the increase came from a rise in the cost of services such as lodging,
passenger flights, and telecommunications. Stripping out energy, food, and trade margins, wholesale inflation
rose a stronger 0.4%.
Domestic Economic News – Retail Sales:
Sales at the nation’s retailers fell last month for the third month in a row, according to the Commerce
Department. However, the decline was just 0.1% and not likely a sign of trouble for the broader economy.
Economists had expected a 0.3% increase in sales. The decline in retail sales was predominantly due to a 0.9%
decrease in purchases of motor vehicles and other big-ticket items. On the positive side, however, internet
retailers, home centers, apparel stores, and sporting goods retailers all posted higher sales. Core retail sales,
which exclude automobiles, gasoline, building materials, and food services, rose 0.1% after being unchanged in
January.
Domestic Economic News – Manufacturing:
Two reports on manufacturing from Federal Reserve regional banks showed that manufacturers continued to
report brisk activity this month. In Philadelphia, the Philly Fed’s manufacturing index slipped 3.5 points to a
reading of 22.3, however in New York, the New York Fed’s Empire State index surged almost 10 points to a
reading of 22.5. Economists had only expected a reading of 15 for the Empire State index. Both gauges are
well above the zero line that indicates improving conditions. In Philadelphia, the sub-index readings were much
stronger than the headline number with the new orders sub-index and shipments sub-index surging 11.2 points
and 16.9 points respectively. In New York, the shipments sub-index jumped 14.5 points. Head of research at
Contingent Macro Research J. Connelly stated, “Manufacturers across the mid-Atlantic and the New York
region remain very positive about their outlooks for business. With strong new order growth, the only concern
is that both surveys continue to suggest a moderate acceleration in input prices.”
International Economic News:
Home sales in Canada declined last month amid higher interest rates and new mortgage-financing rules. The
Canadian Real Estate Association, which represents the country’s real-estate agents, said sales activity across
Canada in February dropped 6.5% from the previous month on a seasonally adjusted basis, marking a second
straight monthly decline. On an annualized basis, sales fell 16.9% in February on an actual, or not seasonally
adjusted, basis. Sales activity declined in 80% in all local markets in February compared with the same month
last year, the association said. Gregory Klump, CREA’s chief economist, said in its statement, the drop in sales
activity “confirms that many home buyers moved purchase decisions forward late last year before tighter
mortgage rules took effect in January.” The latest regulation requires all prospective buyers to undergo a socalled “stress test” before a bank can issue a loan.
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The Bank of England (BOE) warned that Brexit poses “material risks” to the United Kingdom’s financial
system despite efforts to ease the disruption. The bank’s Financial Policy Committee said that while “progress
has been made”, further action was needed in areas where the UK and European Union needed to make joint
commitments. The BOE has previously noted that to preserve the continuity of existing cross-border insurance
and derivatives contracts, UK and EU legislation would be required. The bank estimates that approximately
£26 trillion could be affected. On a global scale, the committee said interest rate volatility, US corporate debt
and vulnerabilities in China’s financial system all presented risks to the UK economic system.
The Bank of France raised its growth and inflation forecasts saying it expected a strong rebound in French
exports this year. In its March forecasts, France’s central bank raised its 2018 economic growth forecast by
0.2% to 1.9%. In addition, it expects inflation to reach 1.6% this year. The Bank of France’s bullish forecasts
underscore the recent strengthening of the French economy. Strong business investment at the end of last year
helped push economic growth to 2% last year, and business surveys in early 2018 indicate activity is more
robust than expected.
In Germany, the DIW Institute raised its growth forecast for Europe’s largest economy to 2.4%. The economic
institute cited measures planned by the new coalition government to reduce the financial burden on households.
DIW also noted that trade barriers were the main risk for Germany’s economy, which continues to be exportoriented. The German Economy Ministry noted that U.S. import tariffs on metals should have a “limited effect”
on the global recovery, but any escalation into a full-blown trade war and its related uncertainty could cause
tangible damage to the German economy.
A new report released by the Information Technology and Innovation Foundation (ITIF), an international
technology policy trade group, any Trump administration plan that would levy a 25% tariff on China’s
information and communications technology imports would lead to billions in losses for the U.S. economy.
According to the report, a 25% tariff would cost the U.S. economy $332 billion over the next 10 years, while a
tariff of 10% would add up to $163 billion. ITIF Vice President Stephen Ezell stated, “The Trump
administration’s goals of confronting unfair Chinese trade practices and reinvigorating U.S. manufacturing are
commendable, but we need to ensure that any penalties on China’s trade actions are not penalties on the U.S.
economy.”
Japan’s economy will likely grow 1.5% this year, before slowing to 1.1% growth in 2019, the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) stated. The latest reading was an improvement from the
Paris-based organization’s earlier forecast of 1.2%. Despite the upward revision, the OECD said private
consumption in Japan could be subdued if wage and income growth are modest. Slow wage growth continues
to pose a challenge to policymakers trying to push inflation in Japan up to the Bank of Japan’s 2% growth
target.
(2018 sources: all index return data from Yahoo Finance; Reuters, Barron’s, Wall St Journal, Bloomberg.com,
ft.com, guggenheimpartners.com, ritholtz.com, markit.com, financialpost.com, Eurostat, Statistics Canada,
Yahoo! Finance, stocksandnews.com, marketwatch.com, wantchinatimes.com, BBC, 361capital.com,
pensionpartners.com, cnbc.com, FactSet; Figs 1-5 source W E Sherman & Co, LLC)
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CHART OF THE WEEK:
Do you have at least $10,000 saved for retirement? If so, congratulations, you’ve managed to put away more
than 40% of all working-age Americans. A recent survey from Bankrate.com found that despite the brisk jobs
market and increasing wages, Americans still aren’t saving much. Only 16% of survey respondents stated they
saved at least the recommended 15% of their earnings, while 40% report saving none to just 5%. Mark
Hamrick, senior economic analyst at Bankrate stated that while the economy might be prospering now, it won’t
last forever. “With a steady, significant share of the working population saving nothing or relatively little, it's
virtually guaranteed that they'll be unable to afford a modest emergency expense or finance retirement,"
Hamrick said. The main reason American’s aren’t saving? Expenses. It seems obvious that “Expenses” would
be a prime reason for not saving among those on the lower rungs of the income ladder, but shockingly,
“Expenses” is also the biggest reason why members of the upper middle class don’t save enough as well. These
folks live beyond their means in McMansions, take hugely expensive frequent vacations, eat out too often and
drive unnecessarily fancy automobiles. Bankrate’s blunt advice: downsize your house, sell the cars, stay home
more often and – most importantly – live below your means so that there’s always something left over to save.
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INSTITUTIONAL INVESTER SENTIMENT:
The ranking relationship (shown in Fig. 5) between the defensive SHUT sectors ("S"=Staples [a.k.a. consumer
non-cyclical], "H"=Healthcare, "U"=Utilities and "T"=Telecom) and the offensive DIME sectors
("D"=Discretionary [a.k.a. Consumer Cyclical], "I"=Industrial, "M"=Materials, "E"=Energy), is one way to
gauge institutional investor sentiment in the market. The average ranking of Defensive SHUT sectors dropped
to 22.75 from the prior week’s 21.25, while the average ranking of Offensive DIME sectors fell to 12 from the
prior week’s 11. The Offensive DIME sectors lead over the Defensive SHUT sectors declined modestly.
Note: these are “ranks”, not “scores”, so smaller numbers are higher ranks and larger numbers are lower ranks.

CAVU Financial LLC, any of its representatives, or any of its affiliates specifically represent that the information
contained in this document does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security or
other investment or an offer to provide investment services of any kind. While every effort is made to provide
timely and accurate information, neither CAVU Financial LLC, nor its third party content providers shall be liable
for any error, inaccuracies or delays in content, or for any actions taken in reliance thereon.
PLEASE REFER TO IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES AT THE END OF THIS DOCUMENT
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FIGURE ONE

FIGURE TWO
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FIGURE THREE

FIGURE FOUR
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TYPE 1 = US Styleboxes; lower volatility
TYPE 2 = International Equities and Hard Assets; moderate volatility
TYPE 3 = Sectors; higher volatility

FIGURE FIVE
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES:
>This material was prepared by W E Sherman & Co, LLC.
>The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific advice or
recommendations for any individual. To determine which investment(s) may be appropriate for you, consult your financial advisor
prior to investing. All performance referenced is historical and is no guarantee of future results. All indices are unmanaged and may
not be invested into directly. Investing involves risk including loss of principal.
>There is no assurance that the investment objective of any investment strategy will be attained. An investor trading in stocks
according an active management strategy may incur greater transaction costs than if the investor follows a Buy & Hold strategy.
>International investing involves special risks such as currency fluctuation and political instability and may not be suitable for all
investors.
>The fast price swings in commodities and currencies will result in significant volatility in an investor’s holdings.
>Bonds are subject to market and interest rate risk if sold prior to maturity. Bond values will decline as interest rates rise and bonds
are subject to availability and change in price.

INDEX REFERENCE GUIDE:
The Dow Jones Industrial Average is comprised of 30 stocks that are major factors in their industries and widely held by individuals
and institutional investors.
The NASDAQ Composite Index measures all NASDAQ domestic and non-U.S. based common stocks listed on The NASDAQ Stock
Market. The market value, the last sale price multiplied by total shares outstanding, is calculated throughout the trading day, and is
related to the total value of the Index.
S&P 500 Index measures performance of the broad domestic economy through changes in the aggregate market value of 500 stocks
representing all major industries. The S&P 500 covers 80% of the U.S. market encompassing more than 100 industry groups.
S&P MidCap 400 Index measures the performance of mid-sized companies. This Index represents about 7% of U.S. market cap.
Russell 2000 SmallCap Index measures the performance of the 2,000 smallest companies in the Russell 3000 Index, which
represents approximately 8% of the total market capitalization of the Russell 3000 Index.
The S&P/TSX Composite Index contains stocks of the largest companies on the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX). The index is calculated
by Standard and Poor's, and contains both common stock and income trust units. Additions to the index are generally based on
quarterly reviews.
The DAX is a stock index that represents 30 of the largest and most liquid German companies that trade on the Frankfurt Exchange.
The prices used to calculate the DAX Index come through Xetra, an electronic trading system. A free-float methodology is used to
calculate the index weightings along with a measure of average trading volume.
The United Kingdom FTSE 100 Index comprises the 100 most highly capitalized Blue Chip companies listed on the London Stock
Exchange.
The France CAC 40 Index represents a capitalization-weighted measure of the 40 most significant values among the 100
highest market caps on the Euronext Paris.
The Italy Milan FTSE (Milano Italia Borsa) is the benchmark stock market index for the Borsa Italiana, the Italian national stock
exchange, and consists of the 40 most-traded stock classes on the exchange.
The China Shanghai SSE Composite Index is a stock market index of all stocks (A and B shares) that are traded at the Shanghai Stock
Exchange.
The Hang Seng Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization-weighted stock market index in Hong Kong, and is used to record
and monitor daily changes of the largest companies of the Hong Kong stock market. It is the main indicator of the overall market
performance in Hong Kong, made up of 50 constituent companies represent about 58% of the capitalization of the Hong Kong Stock
Exchange.
The Nikkei 225 more commonly called the Nikkei, is a price weighted stock market index for the Tokyo Stock Exchange.
The Developed Markets Index (MSCI World Index) captures large and mid-cap representation across 23 Developed Markets
countries. With 1,654 constituents, the index covers approximately 85% of the free float-adjusted market capitalization in each
country.
MSCI Emerging Market Index is Morgan Stanley Capital International's float-adjusted market capitalization index composed of the
following 25 emerging market country indexes: Argentina, Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia, Czech Republic, Egypt, Hungary, India,
Indonesia, Israel, Jordan, Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, Morocco, Pakistan, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Russia, South Africa, Taiwan,
Thailand, and Turkey.
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National Association of Home Builders (NAHB) – Monthly Confidence Gauge is derived from a monthly survey that NAHB has been
conducting for 30 years, and gauges builder perceptions of current single-family home sales and sales expectations for the next six
months as “good,” “fair” or “poor.”
The NFIB small business optimism index is compiled from a survey that is conducted each month by the National Federation of
Independent Business (NFIB) of its members. The index is a composite of ten seasonally adjusted components based on questions on
the following: plans to increase employment, plans to make capital outlays, plans to increase inventories, expect economy to
improve, expect real sales higher, current inventory, current job openings, expected credit conditions, now a good time to expand,
and earnings trend.
Michigan Consumer Sentiment Index is a survey of consumer confidence conducted by the University of Michigan. The Michigan
Consumer Sentiment Index (MCSI) uses telephone surveys to gather information on consumer expectations regarding the overall
economy.
The Empire State Index measures the business activity of the manufacturing industry in the state of New York. It is calculated by
means of survey results among companies on the development of incoming orders, sales figures, inventories, prices, employee
numbers and financial liabilities.
Philadelphia Federal Reserve’s Manufacturing Index is a regional federal-reserve-bank index measuring changes in business growth.
The survey is a measure of regional manufacturing growth. When the index is above 0 it indicates factory-sector growth, and when
below 0 indicates contraction.
The Producer Price index (PPI) is a family of indexes that measures the average change in selling prices received by
domestic producers of goods and services over time.
The Consumer Price Index (CPI) is a measure that examines the weighted average of prices of a basket of consumer goods and
services, such as transportation, food and medical care. It is calculated by taking price changes for each item in the predetermined
basket of goods and averaging them.

Securities offered through LPL Financial, member FINRA/SIPC.
Investment advice offered through Stratos Wealth Partners, Ltd., registered investment advisors.
Stratos Wealth Partners, LTD and CAVU Financial, LLC are separate entities from LPL Financial.
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